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The problem of constructing a maximal r-linearly independent set in V(r; s) 
(called a maximal Lt(r, s&set in this paper) is a very important one (called a 
packing problem) concerning a fractional factorial design and an error correcting 
code where V(r; s) is an r-dimensional vector space over a Galois field GF(s) and 
s is a prime or a prime power. But it is very difficult to solve it and attempts 
made by several research workers have been successful only in special cases. 
In this paper, we introduce the concept of a {Et=, W, , m; I, s&min . hyper 
with weight (wl , wv2 ,..., WJ and using this concept and the structure of a finite 
projective geometry PG(n ~ 1, s), we shall give a geometrical method of con- 
structing a maximal L1(l + r, s)-set with length I + r + n for any integers r, n, 
and s such that n > 3, n - I < ru Q n + s - 2 and r1 > 1, where r = 
(r, + l)~,-~ - r, and D, = (sn - I)i(s - 1). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V(v; s) be an r-dimensional vector space over a Galois field GF(s) of 
order s, where r is a positive integer and s is a prime or a prime power. A 
collection, L = {a, , a2 ,..., a,,), of m vectors in V(r; s) is said to be a t- 
linearly independent set or an L,(r, s)-set with length m if no t vectors of them 
are linearly dependent over GF(,s), where t is an integer such that 3 < t < r. 
An L,(r, s)-set with length m is maximal if there exists no other L,(r, s)-set 
with length m’ > m. The length m of the maximal L,(r, s)-set is denoted by 
Mt(r, s). The problem of finding the maximum value M,(r, s) and of obtaining 
the maximal L,(r, s)-set is a very important one (called a packing problem) 
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concerning a fractional factorial design and an error correcting code (cf. 
[2, 31). But it is very difficult to solve it and attempts made by several research 
workers including Bose, Segre, and many others have been successful only 
in special cases. 
Recently, it was shown by Gulati ef al. [5, 61 that for any integer r > s > 2, 
M,(f j I’, s) = t + r + 2 or 3 t + r + 3 according as f(r) < f < s(r + 1) 
or t < .f(r), where f(r) is the function given by (2.1) in [6]. But the method of 
constructing a maximal L,(t + r, $)-set with length t + r + 2 is not syste- 
matical, that is, a maximal L,(t + r, s)-set for s = 2, 3, 4, and 5 is only given 
by trial and error. A systematical method of constructing a maximal Lt 
(t + r, s)-set with length t + r + 2 has been given by the present authors [7]. 
In [7], we have shown that for given integers r, n, and s such that r 3 0 and 
n 2 3, M,(r + r, s) = t + r + N - 1 if and only if T,(r, s) < t < T,-, 
(r, s), where TJr, s) denotes the maximum value of t such that there exist 
nonnegative integers xj which satisfy condition (2.2) for given integers r, n, 
and S, and have given a method of constructing a maximal L,(t + r, s)-set 
with length t + r + n using nonnegative integers Xj which satisfy condition 
(2.2). These results show that in order to obtain M,(t + r, s) and a maximal 
L,(t i- I’, .r)-set, it is sufficient to obtain T,(r, s) and nonnegative integers xj 
satisfying condition (2.2) for t = TJr, s). 
In the following, let z;, = (.P - I)/($ - 1) and r = (rl + 1) u,-~ - r. , 
where r. and r1 are integers such that rl > 0 and 1 < r. < v,-~ . One needs 
to consider several cases depending on the values of r, and r1 . In the special 
case n -= 3, r = (rl + I)(s + 1) - r. and it is known [5-71 that 
T3(r, s) = (rl + 1) 9 - (r. - 2) s - I, if 2<r,<s+l, 
= (rl + 1) .s* - I, if ro=l, 
(1.1) 
provided r > s - 2 and s # 2. For n .a 4, T,,(r, s) was investigated by 
Gulati and Kounias [6] for the case 1 < r. < n - 1 and rI > 0. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that 
T,(r, s) = (rl + 1) s1a-1 - {r. - (n - 1)) s - 1 (1.2) 
for any integers r and n (24) such that n - 1 < r,, < n + s - 2 and rl >, 1, 
and to give a geometrical method of constructing a maximal L,(t + r, s)-set 
with length t f r + n. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let Pin; s) be a set of v, = (s” - 1)/(x - 1) points in a finite projective 
geometry PG(n - 1, s), that is, a set of C, vectors e in V(n; s) such that either 
p1 = 1 ore, z e2 = ... = e,-, = 0 and el = 1 for some integer Z(2 < I < n), 
582425!1-2 
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where er = (e, , e2 ,..., e,). It is easy to see that the number of vectors c in 
P(n; s) such that w(c) < I for a given integer I(1 < 1 < n) is equal to 
(2.1) 
where w(c) denotes the number of nonzero elements in 19 = (ci , c2 T.V., 4. 
Let 
C(n; s> = {Cl > c2 ,..., c,*> and Wn; s) = &I, h. ,..., h,,l 
be sets of ZI, vectors in P(n; s) such that W(cj) = w(hJ = I for any integer ,j 
such that al-r < j < 01~ (1 < I ,< n), where 01~ = 0. 
Let u = min{n, t} and let 
where 
A$,,,, = I/ n,j /I: i = 1, 2 )...) au ) ,j = I, 2 )...) a, ) 
ZZij = 1, if Cirhj = 0 over GE(s), 
= 0, otherwise. 
The following theorems due to the present authors [7] play an important 
role in finding the value of M,(t + r, s) and in constructing the maximal 
L,(t + r, s)-set. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T,(r, s) be the maximum value of t such that there 
exists a vector XT = (x, , x2 ,..., x, ) consisting of nonnegative integers xi 
which satisfy the following two condkons: 
N,,.,,,x < (r - 1) Jaw + we* and (2.4 
for given integers r (2 0), n (33), and s, where J, is the vector in V(m; s) 
whose elements are all unity and wzU = (w(q), w(c,),..., w(Q). Then Mt 
(t + r, s) = t + r + n - 1 zf and onZy if T,(r, s) < t < T,-l(r, s). 
Note that this theorem shows that (i) in order to obtain M,(t + r, s), it is 
sufficient to obtain T,(r, s) for any integers r, n, and s and (ii) in the case 
T,(r, s) = TCpI(r, s), M,(t + r, s) # t + r + n - 1, i.e., M,(t + r, s) = t + 
r + (n + m) - 1 for some integer m (31) such that T,-I(r, s) = T,(r, s) = 
. . . = Tn+m--l(r, s) 2 t > T,+&, ~1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {xjj be a set of nonnegative integers satisfying condition 
(2.2) for T,+,(r, s) < t < T,(r, s) and let 
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where A @ B denotes the Kronecker product of the matrices A = jj aij 1; and B, 
i.e., A @ B = // aijB // and JOT @ hj = D. Then a set of t + r + n column 
oectors of the matrix [Zt+r : B,,,,,] is a maximal L,(t + r, s)-set with length 
t + r + II, where Z, is the unit matrix of order m. 
Let {X*j} be a set of nonnegative integers satisfying condition (2.2) for 
t = t, (23) and let {Xj} be a set of any integers such that (i) 0 < Xj < x*~ for 
every j and (ii) Cyz, xj = r + t, for some integer t, (2 < t, < tJ. Then {Xj> 
is a set of nonnegative integers which satisfy condition (2.2) for t = t, . 
Hence this theorem shows that in order to obtain the maximal L,(t f r, s)-set 
with length t + r + n, it is sufficient to obtain nonnegative integers {xj> 
which satisfy condition (2.2) for t = TJr, s). It is known [5, 61 that 
T,(r, s) = 00 and T,(r, s) = s(r + 1) - 1 (2.3) 
for any integers r (20) and s, and T&r, s) is given by (1.1) for any integers 
r (2-s - 2) and s except for s = 2. For the case 0 < r < s - 3, an explicit 
formula for T3(r, s) has not yet been obtained. But it has been shown [7] that 
T&r, s) = A(r + 2, s) - (r + 3) provided A(r + 2, s) > (s + 1) r + 2, where 
A(n, s) denotes the maximum value of k such that there exists a {k; nj-arc in 
PG(2, s) for a given integer n > 2 (cf. [I, 4, 8, 91). 
For the case n = 3 and r > s - 2 (>O), a geometrical method of construc- 
ting a set of nonnegative integers xj satisfying condition (2.2) for t = T.Jr, s) 
has also been given by the present authors [7]. Since the case n 13 4 and 
1 < rO &. n ~ 1 has been investigated by Gulati and Kounias [6], in this 
paper, we shall investigate the case n >4andn<rr,<n+Ls-2(r,>1) 
in detail. 
3. AN UPPER BOUND FOR TJr,s) 
Let ~1~ = (Y - I)/(s - 1) and r = (rl + 1) z’,-~ - ru , where rO and rl are 
integers such that rl > 0 and 1 < r,, < z’,-r . Let T*,(r, s) be the maximum 
value of t such that there exists a vector xT = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,,) consisting of 
nonnegative integers xj which satisfy condition (3.2) and the condition 
xj x, = r + t for given integers r, n, and s. Then T*Jr, s) < T,(r, s) for any 
integers r, n, and s and T*,(r, s) = T,(r, s) if T,(r, s) 3 n. Hence, in order to 
obtain Tn(r, s), it is sufficient to obtain T*,‘(r) s) provided T*,(r, s) 3 n. 
In this section, we shall prove the following theorem, which gives an upper 
bound for T*%(r, s). In Section 4, we shall prove that (i) there exist non- 
negative integers (xj} which attain the upper bound (3.1) and satisfy con- 
dition (3.2) for any integers n and r such that n > 3, rl 2 1, and n - 1 < 
rO < n + s - 2 and (ii) T*,(r, s) > n for given integers r, n, and s. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Inthecasen>3andn- 1 <r,<n+s-2, 
u I, 
,z Sj < (rl -$- 1) L:, - (r, - (n - 1)) s - r0 - 1 
for any nonnegative integers {xj} which satisfy the condition 
(3.1) 
Na,,,,x G (r - 1) Jwn + wmn 
for given integers r, n, and s, where 01, = (P - l)/(s - 1). 
Note that (3.1) implies that 
(3.2) 
T*,(r, s> < (rl + 1) f-l - {ru - (n - I)} s - 1 (3.3) 
since xi:, xj = r + t and r = (rl + 1) ~,-r - r0 . 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we prepare the following lemmas. Lemma 
3.1 is due to Gulati and Kounias [6]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any nonnegative integers {Xj} which satisfy condition (3.2) 
for given integers r (>O), n (>3), and s, 
1 xi S. s(r f II - 1) - 12 + [ 
(s- l)(r + n - 1) __ Ly”-l - 1 I (3.4) j 
and 
Sne2Xi + L’,_2 1 Xj < (r - 1) zl,-1 + (12 - 1) .F2, i = 1, 2 ,..., 17, 
i 
< (r - 1) r,-1 + n.F2, i > 17, 
(3.5) 
where [x] means the largest integer not exceeding x. 
In the special case r,, = n - 1, the upper bound (3.4) reduces to 
c -Uj < (i-1 + 1) Vn - N (3.6) 
and the upper bound (3.6) is attained [6] when Xi = r1 or rl + 1 according 
as 1 < i < n or not. Hence we shall consider the case n < r, < n + s - 2 
in the following. 
Using a method similar to that in [6], we have the following 
LEMMA 3.2. In the case n < r,, < v,-~ , 
C xj < (rl + 1) 2’, - (rO - (n - I)} s - t7 - 1 (3.7) 
for any nonnegative integers {xj> which satisfy condition (3.2). 
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LEMMA 3.3. In the case n < r(, < II -I- s - 2 and n ‘3 4, 
i = 1 , 2,. . ., n, 
i > I?, 
(3.8) 
for any rlonnegatire integers {Xj> which satisfy condition (3.2) and the corzdition 
C Xj 3 (rl + 1) L’, - {r, - (H - I)] S - r0 - 1 (3.9) 
for giz?en integers r, n, and s. 
Note that there exist nonnegative integers {xi} which satisfy conditions 
(3.2) and (3.9) because Theorem 4.1 shows that there exist nonnegative 
integers {x,} which satisfy condition (3.2) and attain the lower bound (3.9) in 
the case n < r, < n + s ~ 2. 
Proof: Let (xj> be a set of any nonnegative integers which satisfy 
condition (3.2) and the condition 
C.Yj = (rl + 1) L’, - (rO - (n - 1)) s - II - 1 - 1 (3.10) 
for some integer I such that 0 < 1 < rO - n. Then it follows from (3,5) and 
(3.10) that 
s~-~x~ f r1sn-2 + (1 + 1) u,-z - {r, - (n - l)], i = 1, 2,. . ., n, 
f (rl + 1) s11e2 + (I + 1) 2!a-2 - (rO - (n - l)), i > I?. (3.11) 
Since 0 < I < r0 - n, n < v, < n + s - 2, and n > 4, we have 
0 < (I + 1) L’,-~ - {rO - (n - 1)) < .F2. 
Therefore we have the required result from (3.11). 
Let K = {P, , P2 ,..., P,} be a set of k points in PG(t, s) and let 
K i? Hi = (PL,,:,j = I, 2 ,..., 9~~1 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., u~+~ , where t 2 2 and the Hi’s are hyperplanes in PG(t, s). 
Then K is said to be a {xi=, W, , m; t, s)-min . hyper (or a {~~=, ~b, , nz; t, s}- 
max . hyper) with weight (wl , u’2 ,..., ~1~) if min, CT:, w’~,~ = m (or maxi 
zy:, wli, = m), where the w,‘s are positive integers. Note that in the special 
case t = 2, a (k, m; t, s]-max . hyper with weight (1, I,..., I) is a (k; ml-arc 
in PG(2, s) and min, xj ~1~~~ = 0 if 7~~ = 0 for some integer i. 
LEMMA 3.4. If 0 < min, (ni} < s, then k* 3 m(s + 1) for any (k*, m; 
t, s)-min . hyper in PG(t, s). 
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Proof. Let 01 be an integer such that 7r, = min, {7rti}. Since / K n H, 1 = 
ra < s, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that there exists at least one (t - 2)-flat 
G in PG(t, s) such that G C H, and G n K = i?, . Let HYj (j = I, 2 ,..., s + I) 
be s + I hyperplanes which contain G. Then 
u (K n H,,) = K and (K n H,E) n (K n H,J = @ (3.12) 
j=l 
for any integers i and j such that 1 < i < ,j < s + I. Hence we have the 
required result from (3.12) and the definition of a {k*, m; I, s}-min . hyper. 
LEMMA 3.5. For any set S of 7~ points (I < T < s) in PG(t - 1, s), there 
exists at least one (t - 2)-Jat G in PG(t - 1, s) such that G n S = E, where 
t 3 2. 
Proof. Let S = {h, , h, ,..., h,}. Since G is a hyperplane in PG(t - 1, s), G 
can be represented by 
G = {x : gTx = 0, x E P(t, s)J 
using some vector g in P(t, s). Therefore it is sufficient to show that there exists 
at least one vector g in P(t, s) such that grh, # 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., r. Let 
Gi = (y : yThi = 0, y E f’(t, s)) 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. Then it is easy to see that 
i Gi S P(tv s) 
since 7r < s. This shows that there exists at least one vector g in P(t, s) such 
that grhj # 0 for every i. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since it is known [5, 61 that Theorem 3.1 holds 
for the case n = 3, it is sufficient to show that Theorem 3.1 is also valid for 
the case n > 4 and n < rO < II + s - 2. 
Suppose that there exist nonnegative integers (xj) which satisfy condition 
(3.2) and the condition 
xxi =(rl+ 1)~ - {r, - (n - I)} s - rO - 1 + E (3.13) 
for some integer E > 0 and let E be the maximum value among such integers. 
Then it follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 that (i) 0 < E < r, - n and (ii) 
xj < rl or r, + 1 according as 1 ,< j < IZ or n < j < ~1, . Let yj = rl - Xj 
or r1 + 1 - xj according as 1 <‘j < n or not. 
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In the following, we shall denote by I = (01~ , 01~ ,..., ax> the set of all 
integers j such that yi # 0 and let 
K = {h,, > ha, ,...> ha,) and w = (fi’l , w2 2.S.) wd, 
where wi = yai for i = 1, 2,..., k and the hi’s are vectors in H(n; s) (i.e., 
points in PG(n - 1, s)). In order to show that Kis a {k*, r. - n + 1; n - 1, 
s}-min * hyper with weight (wl , w2 ,..., wk), where k* = &, wi , we 
introduce the notation 
Kd = {hj: yj = d, 1 <j < l)J, Fid = I& n Hi , 
K*d = (hi: yj = d, 1 < j < n}, F; = K*d n Hi, 
for d = 0, 1, 2 ,..., rl + 1, where the Ha’s are hyperplanes in PG(n 
defined by Hi = {hi : ciThj = 0). It is easy to see that 
r1+1 Tl+l 
K=xK, and K n Hi = c Fid. 
d=l d=l 
From (3.2) and the definition of N,,,,, , we have 
fJl nij = u,-~ , 
2 niiXi G (r - 1) + w(cJ 
- 19-J) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
for every i and the equality of (3.16) holds for some integer cx These condi- 
tions can also be expressed as 
sofj$ = n - w(q), n - w(q) + ‘f’j$) = u,-~, (3.17) 
60 
go (‘1 - 4 f$’ + $1 (rl + 1 - d)fj2,’ < r - 1 + \r(ci) (3.18) 
for every i and the equality of (3.18) holds when i = 01, where 
j$) = 1 F; / and f$’ = / Fid - F$ /. 
Since r = (rl + 1) v,-~ - ro, it follows from (3.17) and (3.18) that 
(3.19) 
d=l d=O d=O 
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for every i and the equality holds when i = a. Hence we have 
Y. - n + 1, (3.20) 
where K n H, = {P,.. : j = 1, 2 ,..., vi} and Pi = hai for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. This 
shows that K is a {%f=, wi , Y” - n + 1; IZ - 1, s}-min . hyper with weight 
(w, , w2 ,..., wk). Since 
i$ “i = lnrl + (V, - n)(r, + I)> - c xj = Q-0 - n + l)(s t 1) - E 
and 
m!n {ni} = rn$ C 
d=l 
it follows from Lemma 3.4 that 
(r. - n + I)(s + I) - E 3 (rg - n + I)(s + I>. (3.21) 
This shows that E < 0, which contradicts E > 0. This completes the proof. 
4. A SOLUTION (xj} WHICH ATTAINS THE UPPER BOUND (3.1) 
Let n be any integer such that n 3 3 and let 
Hj = (Ci : CiThi = 0, Ci E C(n; s)} (4.1) 
for j = 1, 2 ,..., u, , where the hj’s are vectors in H(n; s). Then each Hj is a 
hyperplane in PG(n - 1, s) and IV+=, is the incidence matrix of zln points 
{ci} and v, hyperplanes {Hj} in PG(n - I, s), where N, = v, = (s” - I)/ 
(s - 1). 
Let I$, be an (n - 4)-flat in PG(n - 1, s) and let S,(n, s) be a set of v 
(n - 3)-flats Gi (i = 1, 2,..., v; v > 3) in PG(n - 1, s) which satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(a) Each Gi contains E, . 
(b) Each Gi has a basis {bi, , bi, ,..., bin-a} such that w(bij) = n for 
some j. 
(c) There is no hyperplane H such that Gi u Gi u Gk C H for any 
integers i, j, and k such that 1 < i < j < k < v, where a (- I)-flat means the 
empty set m. Note that in the special case n = 3, S&z, s) coincides with 
Yv(3, s) in [7]. 
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LEMMA 4.1. For any integers n and v such that n > 3 and 3 < v < s - 1, 
there exist an (n - 4)-fat E, and v (n - 3)-flats {GJ in PG(n - 1, s) which 
satisfy conditions (a), (b), and(c). 
Proof. Since it has been shown [7] that in the case n = 3, Lemma 4.1 
holds, it is sufficient to show that Lemma 4.1 is also valid for the case n 2 4. 
Let E, be the (n - 4)-flat generated by a basis {e, , e, ,..., en-*}, where 
ei7‘ = (ei, , e,, ,..., ein-r) is the vector such that eij = 1 or 0 according as 
j = i or not. Let 
d,’ = (0, 0 ,..., 0, dj, , di, , di3) 
(i = 1, 2,..., V) be any v vectors in Yin; s) such that (i) (d*, , d*, ,..., d*,} is a 
3-independent set and (ii) w(d*J = 3 for every i, where d*i = (di, , di, , d&. 
There exists such a set {d*, , d*, ,..., a*,} for any integer v such that 3 < 
v<s-lifs34.Theset 
D*, = ((1, &, &) : i = 1, 2 ,..., v> 
satisfies the above two conditions, where cx is a primitive element of GF(s). 
Let Gi be the (n - 3)-flat in PG(n - 1, s) generated by a basis {e, , e, ,..., 
enp4, dJ for each i. Then {G, , G2 ,..., G,) is a set of v (n - 3)-flats which 
satisfy conditions (a), (b), and (c). It is obvious that (a) is valid. Since (d*, , 
d” 2 ,...> a*,] is a 3-independent set, (c) is also valid. Hence it is sufficient to 
show that (b) is valid, i.e., each Gi has a basis {bi, , bil ,..., binms} such that 
u’(bij) = n for some j. 
Let fi (i = 0, I,..., n - 4) be n - 3 linearly independent vectors in I’ 
(n - 3; s) such that w(f,) = n - 3 for some i and let 
where p is a nonzero element in GF(s) such that p # 1. Then the set of n - 2 
column vectors of Bi is a basis of Gi . This completes the proof. 
In the special case v = 0, 1, and 2, let 
S&z, s) = a, S,(n, s> = {GA gdn, s> = {G , &I, 
where G, and Gz are any distinct (n - 3)-flats in PG(n - 1, s) which satisfy 
conditions (a) and (b). 
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Let 9~&, s) (m = 0, 1,2) be a set of hyperplanes Hi in PG(n - 1, s) 
such that Hj contains exactly m (n - 3)-flats of Y&z, s) and let 
Note that {HI, H, ,..., H,} C =.Y,F,,(n, s), =.Y,$(n, s) = o if v -=c m and 
for any integer v such that 0 < v < s - 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. In the case n > 3, r]. > 1, and n - 1 < r0 < n + s - 2, 
there exists a vector x consisting of nonnegative integers xi which attain the 
upper bound (3.1) and satisfy condition (3.2) for given integers n, r, and s, 
where r = (rl + 1) v,-~ - r. . That is, let 
for j = 1, 2 ,..., v, . Then xT = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,,) is a solution. 
Note that (1) in the special case r. = n - 1, (4.2) implies that 
xj = r, , j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
=r,+ 1, otherwise, 
and (2) in the case r. = n, (4.2) implies that 
Xj = r1 , j = 1, L., n,jl ,A ,...,js+l , 
= rl $- 1, otherwise, 
(4.2) 
where Hi,, Hj, )...) Hj s+l are s + 1 hyperplanes (i.e., (n - 2)-flats) in PG 
(n - 1, s) which contain the (n - 3)-flat G1 in Pl(n, s), and (3) Theorem 4.1 
is also valid in the case rl = 0 if r, = n - 1 or n. In the following, we shall 
use the notation LZ& instead of Y&(n, s). 
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Pro05 From the definition of 5&(n, s), it is easy to see that 
I G! I = (;) 
I x,1 I = 4(s + 1) - (v - 1)) + n, 
2 
I $e,, I = 2’72 - 1 I =&a I 
7,1=1 
for any integer v such that 0 < v < s - 1. Since 
25 
(4.3) 
it follows that CyZ, xi = (rl + I) C, - (r. - (n - I)> s - r, - 1. This 
shows that the xj’s given by (4.2) are nonnegative integers which attain the 
upper bound (3.1). Hence it is sufficient to show that these xj’s satisfy in- 
equality (3.2). 
Let 9i be a set of u,-~ hyperplanes Efj passing through a point ci in PG 
(n - 1, s). Then 
2’ 1‘ 
2 wj = j. (5 + 1 - 4 I & n %-,-n+l,m I. (4.4) 
The following three cases must be considered. 
(i) In the case where i is an integer such that ci E E,, , 
I % f-7 X2 I = (3, 
1 .*. n J& ) = V{(S + 1) -- (V - l)] + (17 
for every v. Therefore, we have 
7g nijxj = r - 1 + w(cJ - (rO - n + 1) s < r 
which shows that inequality (3.2) is valid in this case. 
- 
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(ii) In the case where i is an integer such that ci E u7~zl (Gj - E,,) 
(b = r, - n + 11, 
for v 3 1. Hence it follows from (4.4) that 
z ‘lWyi = r - 1 + W(Ci) - s < y - 1 + u’(c,), 
which shows that inequality (3.2) is also valid in this case. 
(iii) In the case where i is an integer such that ci $ u,f=, Gj , let zi = 
I-6 n %,-n+l,2 ) for each i. Then we have 
j Ri n PLl / = (V - 22,) + (n - w(q)), 
16 n Z,,, / = L’,-~ - i j 6 n di4,,, j 
rn=l 
for every v. Hence it follows from (4.4) that 
2’n 
2 nijxj = r - 1 + u(cJ. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. For any integers r and n such that n >, 3, r1 3 1, and 
n - 1 < rO < n + s - 2, M,(t + r, s) = t + r + n - 1 if and only if 
Tn(r, .s) < t < T,-,(r, s), where Tn(r, s) is a function given by (2.3) or (1.2). 
Proof. It follows from Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 that 
T*Jr, s) = (rl + 1) Y-l - {rU - (n - 1)) s ~ 1 (4.5) 
for any integers r and n such that n > 3, rl > 1, and n - 1 < rO < n + 
s - 2. Since T*,(r, s) 3 2sn-’ - s(s - 1) - 1 > n, it follows that T,(r, s) 
= T*,(r, s). Hence we have the required result from Theorem 2.1. 
From Theorems 2.2, 4.1, and 4.2, we have the following theorem, which 
gives a geometrical method of constructing a maximal L,(t f r, s)-set with 
length t + r + n. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let (xj} be a set of v,~ nonnegatke integers given by (4.2) 
and let 
B,T,,>, = [Jzl @ hl : J;* @ h, : ... : JFcn @ hunI, (4.6) 
where t : T,(r, s) and the hj’s are sectors in H(n; s). Then a set oft + r + n 
column vectors of the matrix [It+, : B t+,,,] is a maximal L,(t + r, s)-set with 
length t -+ r 1. n for anJ’ integers r and n such that n > 3, rl > 1, and n - 1 f=, 
ro<nn s - 2. 
Note that (1.2) can also be expressed by 
T,(r, s) = (r + II - 1) S - [[ ;Lflr’;’ ] + 11 sr,-2 - 1 (4.7) 
since r0 = (rl -+ 1) z’,-~ - r and r1 = [r/u,-,]. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the case where n = 4, s = 3, >, 1, rl and r0 = 5. 
In this case, r = 13r, + 8, r,, - n + 1 = 2, and T4(r, s) = 27r, + 20. Let 
E, = ((0, 0, 0, I)) and Pp2(4, 3) = {G, , G,j, where 
G, = NO, CO, 11, (1, 1, 1, 01, (1, 1, 1, 11, (1, 1, 1, 211, 
G, = W, O,O. 11, (1, 1, TO), (1, 1, 2, l), (1, 1, 2, 2)). 
Let hj (j = 1, 2,..., 40) be the following vectors in P(4; 3): 
hl h, hs h, h5 h, h, h, h, ho h, hn 4, h,, 
10001111110000 
01001200001111 
00100012001200 
00010000120012 
h 15 hi h,, h,, h,, ho ha h,, h,, hu hs h,, h,, hm 
00111111111111 
00112211220000 
11121200001122 
12000012121212 
h 29 ho ha h,, h,, ha h,, hi h,, h,, h, ho 
000011111111 
11111111 2 2 2 2 
112211221122 
12 12 12 12 12 12 
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Then we have -!& = {f&J and %,, = {HI, Hz, H3, H4, H7 , H, , H,, , 
HIS , HI7 , HI,) and the upper bound (3.1) is attained when 
Xj = rl - 1, j = 6, 
= r1 , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 17, 18, 
= rl + 1, otherwise. 
Using these integers xj and Theorem 4.3, we can obtain a maximal L,(40r, + 
28, 3)-set with length 40r, + 31 for t = 27r, + 20. 
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